Xtra-Lite Shelf for
LinenMaster
XChange Cart
LAUNDRY TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
Dura-Cast continues to respond to requests from laundry managers who want innovative products that solve their
problems. When a laundry manager told us that the cart vender with the lightest existing poly-shelf said that it would
be impossible to make the shelf any lighter, we took that as a challenge.
The Laundry Managers’ Problem
“Standard poly-shelves cost us money, productivity, and efficiency because they are heavy, cause operator fatigue,
and add to the number of worker compensation claims. Make the new lighter shelf and compatible with our existing
cart population.”
The Equipment Problem
Traditional poly-shelves are too heavy, averaging over 17 pounds, while metal shelves distort and rust.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Xtra-Lite Shelf for the LinenMaster XChange Cart is the
lightest poly-shelf in the market today. It is a new generation shelf
designed for lightness, strength, durability, compatibility
with legacy carts, and good looks. Even under hot heavy
loads, this revolutionary new Xtra Lite shelf won’t sag
or fail.
The Dura-Cast Design Team created a new
shelf that weighs in at just 13 pounds - 4.5
pounds lighter than the lightest competitive
poly-shelf. They developed a new
structural model that permitted the
shelf to withstand a heavy load of hot
linens without sagging. Ergonomic
principles were applied so that the
shelf was easier to handle for personnel
using the shelf both inside and outside of
laundry facilities.
New resins were investigated, evaluated, and
tested to bring the structural parameters of the shelf
up to meet the stringent requirements for commercial
laundry facilities. The result is a shelf that withstands
heavy hot loads, drains well, has hand holds designed to
meet the requirements for today’s smaller workforce. The resin
itself will withstand many years of use and abuse, while remaining
good looking.

Xtra-Lite Shelf for LinenMaster Xchange Cart
Optional heavy-load shelf hooks can be installed to ensure that the heaviest
loads don’t cause the shelf to fall. The front groove serves as a shelf restraint
when the cart is in the bulk linen mode.

If you want your laundry operators to be more productive, efficient, and less likely to be injured handling heavy shelves,
provide new Xtra-Lite Shelves and see the difference.
Xtra-Lite Replacement Shelves will fit many competitive carts. Call for more information.

FEATURES

FUNCTIONS / BENEFITS

New generation shelf
Ergonomically designed
Designed for strength
Special impact resistant polyethylene resin
Optional heavy-load shelf hooks
Optional molded-in graphics

Industry’s lightest with longer asset life
Lightness and ergonomically placed hand holds make
your workforce more productive and helps reduce
worker-related injuries
Unique structural design supports the heaviest loads
Toughest material used in shelves today, scratch and
gouge resistant
Ensure shelves won’t fall
Upgrade the appearance of your laundry transportation
equipment and make your logo more visible

SPECIFICATIONS
Overall Dimensions

45” x 26” x 2-1/4”

Manufacturing Material

Impact resistant linear polyethylene resin

Drain Holes

Integral molded in

Color

Cream

Dimension Between Hooks

43-1/2”

Weight

13 lbs.
Options

Colors

Request price quote

Heavy-Load Hooks

Request price quote

Molded-In Custom Logo

Request price quote
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